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a b s t r a c t

It is shown that visible light irradiation of carbon nanotube (CNT) dispersed polymers may yield both
reversible and irreversible changes in measured mechanical stress. While light irradiation of PDMS
(polydimethylsiloxane)eCNT composite yields a change of stress level at a fixed strain, which reverts to
the original value after the incident light is removed, the RET (reactive ethylene terpolymer)eCNT
composite exhibits such reversible characteristics as well as an additional irreversible stress-relaxation
response when the composite is first irradiated by light. A microscopic model is proposed to explain
the mechanism of the dual photomechanical responses of the RET-CNT composites and quantitative
predictions are compared with experimental measurements.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Photo-responsive (PR) materials have been extensively explored
for various engineering applications, from the nano-to the macro-
scale [1,2], e.g., in photo-switchable ion transport [3], photon-
propelled robotics [4] and photo-responsive actuators [1,4]. In
comparison to other actuation mechanisms, PR material consti-
tuted devices have the advantages of not requiring physical contact
to a powering source, which enable structure compactness and
related weight reduction [2]. Moreover, various light irradiation
parameters (intensity, frequency, polarization, etc.) [4,5], can be
used for external control.

PR material has been synthesized mostly through assembling
specific molecules into host materials [6e8], where upon light
irradiation, configurational change related to such molecules can
cause macroscopic mechanical responses [9]. For example, azo-
benzene molecules incorporated in photo-responsive composite
yield a mechanical response due to a reversible cis-trans trans-
formation driven by light irradiation [10e12]. To maximize the
l and Aerospace Engineering,
, USA.
).
photo-response in PR materials, polymer composed of photoactive
units [13,14], such as covalently linked photoisomerizable azo-
benzenemoieties [15] incorporated into copolymers [16,17]. Recent
studies have found that composites formed through dispersing
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [4,18e20], boron nitride [19] or molyb-
denum disulfide [21] into polymer matrices may also behave as PR
materials. Various light-induced deformation modes including
bending [22], contraction [23] and expansion [5] have been shown
in CNT-infiltrated polymeric composites. Such responses have been
considered inherent to the composite, and were not observed in
either the native polymer or CNTs [24,25]. For instance, it has been
reported that multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) dispersed
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composites [26] can expand at small
pre-strain while contracting at large pre-strain when exposed to
light irradiation with wavelength ~ 675 nm [18,27]. Such effects
have been attributed to stretch-induced alignment of embedded
CNTs and the kink-instability upon photon absorption [18].

In this paper, we study the photo-response of the MWCNT
dispersed reactive ethylene terpolymer (RET) composites. RET is a
commercially available thermoplastic elastomer, which has good
adhesive properties to metals and is widely adopted as coatings
that protect metal structure from corrosive environments and
mitigate cathodic disbondments [28,29]. The elastomeric charac-
teristics and corrosion resistance are also critical to the utility of
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RET as a hot-melt adhesive and coating [30] and the constituent
epoxide group enables effective anchoring with functional group-
s(e.g., -OH, -COOH, -NH2 etc.) on the CNTs [31,32].

In the stretched RET-MWCNT composite, in addition to photo-
mechanical stress modulation similar to that previously observed
in PDMS-MWCNT composites [18,27,33], an irreversible and sig-
nificant stress relaxation was observed under initial light irradia-
tion. We propose a microscopic model to explain such phenomena,
by invoking the transformation of crystalline to amorphous do-
mains due to light irradiation. Our results and analyses would be
useful for a better understanding of PR composites and pave the
way for their application.

2. Experiments

The studied composite was synthesized from a RET polymeric
matrix with dispersed MWCNTs. The embedded MWCNTs (ob-
tained from Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) have an average diameter of
140 nm, with the length ranging from 5 to 9 mm and density 2.1 g/
cm3. RET (DuPont™, Elvaloy® 4170, density 0.94 g/cm3) is consti-
tuted from epoxide, butyl and ethylene groups (Fig. 1a). The
epoxide group has a high reactivity [30] and is amenable [34] for
effective anchoring of constituent ring bonds with functional
groups on the CNTs [35,36]. The butyl groups (soft segments) pro-
vide high extensibility in the polymer at ambient temperature;
while the ethylene groups (hard segments) induce formation of
crystalline domains [37,38], and serve as the physical cross-linking
[39] in the RET matrix. Such molecular structure characteristics
make RET behave like an elastomer at room temperature and as a
polymer melt at higher temperature. Therefore, RET may be
regarded as thermoplastic elastomer (TPE) [9,40].
Fig. 1. (a) Chemical structure of the RET (Elvaloy® 4170) with three functional groups:
the ethylene group (blue), the butyl group (purple) and the epoxide group (green). (b)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the RET-MWCNT composite. The sample
is for a 7 wt% MWCNT composite, with initially non-aligned MWCNTs distributed
among the RET matrix. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
To prepare the composites, pellets of RET were first dissolved in
toluene which was heated to ~60 �C for 2 h. The CNTs were also
dispersed in toluene by using a sonicator (VCX-750, Sonic Materials
Inc., 750 W, 42 kHz) for 10 min. The CNT-toluene dispersion was
then incorporated with the RET solution and sonicated again for
1 h. The mixture was stirred for another 2 h before being placed in a
vacuum oven (under pressure at 0.866 atm) at 60 �C for 10 h. A
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a RET-MWCNT
composite is shown in Fig. 1b, indicating non-aligned MWCNTs
distributed among the RET matrix. In this paper we report on a
representative 7 wt% CNTconstituted RETcomposite. Such aweight
fraction was above the percolation threshold of CNTs (of ~2.3 wt%
for the given MWCNT length and diameter) [35,41] and conse-
quently MWCNTs form a connected network in the polymer matrix
[42].

Stress-strain diagrams of RET composite were measured (5965
Dual ColumnTesting systems, Instron). The RET-MWCNTcomposite
was cut into samples of dimensions, 25 mm � 5 mm � 0.3 mm. The
samples were firmly clamped by the grippers and subjected to a
uniaxial tensile stress. The accuracy of the strain measured in the
sample was within ±0.1%. While the composites were stretched,
they were exposed to irradiation (of area ~100 mm2) from a light
source (CREE XM-L2 LED, maximum intensity at ~ 440 nm, 10 mW/
cm2 at 1 m distance) positioned at a distance of 0.15 ± 0.01 m away
from the surface of the sample, and the light intensity (measured by
Spectra-Physics 407A) was modulated through neutral density fil-
ters (Thor Labs Inc.) in the range of 0e97 mW/cm2. The latter limit
of irradiance is close to the standard of solar irradiance (~“1 sun”) of
~100 mW/cm2.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 indicates the photomechanical response characteristics of
stretched RET-MWCNT composite under light irradiation. The
composite was first stretched and held at a constant strain: 50%
(ε ¼ 0.5) for 1000 s, to enable a quasi-equilibrium state of the
sample before light irradiation. Subsequently, two periods of light
irradiation (marked in yellow in Fig. 2) were provided under a
Fig. 2. A single RET-MWCNT composite (7 wt%) under a 50% pre-strain and light
irradiation of intensity 97 mW/cm2. Three cycles of test were performed, each included
a mechanical equilibration step, two periods of light irradiation and a stage after
removing external constraints. The RET-MWCNT composite showed a dramatic
decrease in stress under the first light irradiation period in Cycle 1, with repeatable
stress modulations for the subsequent light irradiations. The inset indicates the stress
response in PDMS-MWCNT composite (7 wt%) under the same test procedures,
showing only repeatable stress modulations for all light irradiation periods. The
maximum stress responses under light irradiation were measured as Dsmax.



Fig. 3. (a) Stress and stretch relation of RET-MCNT composite in uniaxial tensile test
with strain rate at 10�4/s. In addition to the results from different light intensities, the
relation for a neo-Hookean material (G ¼ 9.1 MPa) was plotted. (b) The shear modulus
G under different light intensities (in dots) with respect to strain ε. The fitting results
were shown as dashed lines. By assuming number of crystalline domains changed
linearly with light irradiation intensity (G ¼ NkBT), the measurements was fit the
expression: N(ε,Ee) ¼ (f(ε)(1-aIe))N0. N0 is the number density of the crystalline do-
mains without pre-strains and light irradiation. f(ε) is a dimensionless exponential
function of strain ε. a is the fitting parameter related to light irradiation, with a ¼ 0.006
cm2/mW. The fitting results were shown as dashed lines.
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constant intensity of 97 mW/cm2. After switching off the second
light irradiation, the mechanical constraint was removed at 2000 s
and the composite contracted in a stress free state for another
900 s. The aforementioned steps define a cycle of the photo-
response in our testing. Three nominally identical cycles (Cycle 1,
2 and 3 in Fig. 2) of tests were conducted on a single sample by
stretching to the same length. After Cycle 1, considerable plastic
deformationwas introduced in the sample. Wemeasured the stress
as a function of time in each cycle, and observed distinct responses
upon light irradiations. In Cycle 1, after a small increase of stress, a
significant stress relaxation was observed when the sample was
exposed to light for the first time. The stress decreased further
when light was removed at the end of the first irradiation. In the
second period of irradiation in Cycle 1 as well as those in Cycles 2
and 3, a different stress response was detected. The stress increased
as the light being switched on, remained at a constant value during
the light irradiation, and returned to the original value when light
was turned off. Such a repeatable stress modulation was also
observed in the PDMS-MWCNT composite (7 wt%) tested under the
same procedures as the RET-MWCNT composite. The results are
shown in the inset of Fig. 2, showing only repeatable stress mod-
ulations for all light irradiation periods.

The significant stress relaxation in the RET-MWCNT composite,
which was only observed during the first light irradiation in Cycle 1,
and not detected in the PDMS-MWCNT composite, will be referred
to as an ‘irreversible’ response. Alternately, the subsequent stress
modulations upon light irradiation are similar in RET-MWCNT as
well as PDMS-MWCNT composites, and constitute a ‘reversible’
response. The latter aspect has been previously reported in PDMS-
MWCNT composite [1,18,25,33], and was postulated as due to
buckling of constituent CNTs caused by the surrounding aligned
polymer chains [18,25]. In order to quantitatively compare two
types of photo-response observed in the RET-MWCNT composite,
the stress response (Ds) over the light irradiation time (t) under a
constant strain was modeled through the relation [25],

Ds ¼ Dsmax

�
1� exp

�
� ðt=tÞb

��
; (1)

where Dsmax is the maximum magnitude of stress response as
shown in Fig. 2, t is the time which is shifted to model the photo-
response initiation at t¼0 s, and t is a relaxation time constant.
Following Equation (1), for reversible response in RET-MWCNT
composite, the fitting parameters indicated a t z 12 s and b ¼ 2
(as detailed in Supplementary Information: Fig. S1a), similar to the
photo-response reported in PDMS-MWCNT composite [25]. For the
irreversible stress relaxation, a similar exponential function was
adopted [25]. By assuming the stress response under first irradia-
tion to be a mixture of irreversible and reversible response, we
obtained the irreversible response by subtracting the stress mod-
ulation under the second irradiation. The fitting revealed a relax-
ation time t z 19 s and b ¼ 1 (Fig. S1b), indicating the exponential
relaxation kinetics commonly observed in polymeric materials [43].
The different values of b (b ¼ 1 for the irreversible response and
b ¼ 2 for the reversible response) clearly indicated two distinct
photo-response mechanisms under the first and the subsequent
irradiation. Additionally, the RET-MWCNTcomposite took about 8 s
to initiate the relaxation in the irreversible response; while the
reversible response started much faster (<1 s) as shown in Fig. S1.
The difference in the response time may have arisen from the
different amount of thermal energy required, in accordance with
the earlier proposed model [18].

The distinct photo-response between the PDMS and RET com-
posites with identical weight percentage of MWCNTs (7 wt%)
indicate that the nature of polymer matrix should be essential to
the phenomena shown in Fig. 2. Different from the covalently
crosslinked PDMS, RET is a thermoplastic elastomer [40], where the
ethylene segments form crystalline domains that serve as physical
crosslinks [35]. Upon temperature changes, such a crystalline
structure can be reversibly melted and recrystallized [37,38]. We
propose that the dispersed CNTs absorb incident light irradiation
and convert it to thermal energy [23], consequently melting the
crystalline domains, given that the melting temperature of RET is
known to range between 29.9 and 87 �C [36]. The transformation of
crystalline domains to amorphous domains in the RET matrix is
hypothesized to be responsible for the observed irreversible
response.

To examine the proposed hypothesis and mechanisms, we
conducted tests of the RET-MWCNT composite subjected to me-
chanical stretch and light irradiation simultaneously to reveal the
change of number density of crystalline domains. The strain rate for
the test was set to be 10�4/s, to ensure that the sample is close to an
equilibrium state during the stretch. In the uniaxial tension test, the
stress can be related to stretch through a neo-Hookean model,
commonly adopted for elastomeric materials [44],
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s ¼ G
�
l2 � 1=l

�
; (2)

where s is the true stress, l is the stretch (¼ 1þε) and defined as the
ratio of the deformed length to initial length of the sample and G is
the shear modulus of the material, which is linearly proportional to
the number density of the crystalline domains (N) [39,44], and
expressed as G ¼ NkBT [44], where kB is the Boltzmann constant
and T is the temperature. As shown in Fig. 3a, the measured rela-
tionship between true stress and (l2 � 1=l) was nonlinear. The
stress was smaller than the value given by neo-Hookean model in
the absence of light irradiation (Ie ¼ 0), which is similar to the
softening effect due to the breakdown of attachment under stretch
in rubber-filler composites [45e47]. Such softening observed in
RET-MWCNT composite was further enhanced under light irradia-
tion with increasing intensity. To obtain the change of the shear
modulus of the RET composite under light irradiation, we calcu-
lated the slope of curves in Fig. 3a as a function of strain and plotted
the results in Fig. 3b. It was found that the G of the composite
decreased with the increase of the strain (ε), with a greater drop
under a larger light intensity (Ie). The light irradiation induced
reduction in the shear modulus supports our hypothesis related to
the melting of the crystalline structure.

Based on the experimental measurements, we estimate the
number density of the crystalline domains [39,44]: N(ε, Ie), with
respect to the strain ε and light intensity Ie through:

Nðε; IeÞ ¼ N0f ðεÞð1� aIeÞ; (3)

where N0 is the number density of the crystalline domains without
pre-strain and light irradiation. f(ε) represents the softening effect
induced by mechanical stretch at Ie ¼ 0, and was fitted to a
phenomenological expression of the exponential form [45,48]:
f(ε)¼ 0.34þ 0.66exp(-ε/0.05). The reduction ofN(ε, Ie) was assumed
to be linearly dependent on Ie, and can be represented by a
dimensionless function: (1-aIe)N0, where a ¼ 0.006 cm2/mW is a
fitting parameter for light intensity ranging from 0 to 70 mW/cm2.
The fitting results are plotted as dash lines in Fig. 3b, which agree
well with the experimental observations.

To further probe the relation between the photomechanical
Fig. 4. Photo-response under different light irradiation intensities, ranging from 14 to
97 mW/cm2. Two periods of light irradiation were applied to the composites after
stretched to a 50% pre-strain. The stress responses under different light intensities
were normalized to the equilibrium stress (se) recorded before light irradiation,
showing a growing magnitude in stress relaxation with an increase of light intensity
under the first light irradiation.
response and the light intensity, the stress response of the RET-
MWCNT composites were measured under a fixed pre-strain and
light irradiation with intensities ranging from 14 to 97 mW/cm2.
Similar to the setup related to Fig. 2, two periods of light irradiation
were applied to the composites, after applying strain (50%) for
1000 s to ensuremechanical equilibrium state. The stress responses
for different light intensities were normalized by the equilibrium
stresses (se) recorded before light irradiation and are compared in
Fig. 4. The magnitude of the stress response in the RET-MWCNT
composite increased with light intensity, indicating a greater
reduction of N(ε, Ie) in the RET matrix. Indeed, detailed measure-
ments with successive decrease or increase of the light intensity in
a single RET-MWCNT composite further validates our hypothesis
related to light irradiation induced melting of crystalline domains
(as indicated in Supplementary Information: Fig. S2). As shown in
Fig. S2a, we observed that when light intensity was gradually
reduced from 97 to 14 mW/cm2 in a RET-MWCNT composite with a
30% pre-strain, the stress (proportional to N(ε, Ie)) reached mini-
mum after the first light irradiation step. The subsequent light ir-
radiations with lower intensity do not seem to be able to change
N(ε, Ie), which leads to photomechanical stress response similar to
Cycle 1 of Fig. 2. Alternately, through gradually increasing the light
Fig. 5. (a) Photo-response under different pre-strains (20%, 30%, 40% and 50%) with
light irradiation intensity of 97 mW/cm2. After normalized to the equilibrium stress
(se) recorded before light irradiation, the stress responses under different pre-strains
collapsed to a single curve. (b) Relation between the residual strains (εres) and the
applied pre-strains (ε) in a freestanding RET-MWCNT composite after light irradiation
in stretched state. The experimental measured residual strains were plotted in dots,
while the dashed line was the prediction of residual strain based on the microscopic
model shown in Fig. 6.
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intensity from 14 to 97 mW/cm2, N(ε, Ie) was diminished after each
light irradiation step, and multiple irreversible stress relaxations
were detected (Fig. S2b). In summary, by controlling N(ε, Ie), we
would be able to tune the material properties as well as the
photomechanical response in RET-MWCNT composites.

We further studied the role of pre-strain in modulating the
photo-response in RET-MWCNT composites. By varying the pre-
strains ranging from 20% to 50%, the composites were subjected
to two periods of light irradiation with constant intensity of
97 mW/cm2. The variation of stress under different pre-strains
were normalized to the correspondent se recorded before light
irradiation. It is shown in Fig. 5 that all of the normalized stress
responses under different pre-strains collapse to a single curve
Fig. 6. Microscopic model for the photo-response in RET-MWCNT composite. (a) The comp
mains. (c) Recrystallized domains formed after removing the light irradiation and connect to
MWCNT composite.
during first light irradiation period, indicating that the effect of
stretching of the polymer chains was not coupled with the light
irradiation for the irreversible response. Alternately, the reversible
stress response under the second period of light irradiation showed
a tunable modulation with respect to pre-strains, similar to previ-
ous observations in PDMS-nanotube composites [5,18]. On this
basis, we can conclude that the reason for the irreversible stress
relaxation is the melting of crystalline domains in the RET matrix,
facilitated by the light-to-thermal energy transduction in CNTs. The
alignment of CNTs under different pre-strains, which was believed
to be related to the stress modulation in PDMS-MWCNT composite
[18], seems not to be a major factor for irreversible photome-
chanical response in RET-MWCNT composites.
osite subjected to a pre-strain. (b) Light irradiation induces melting of crystalline do-
the relaxed polymer chains again. (d) Plastic deformation exists in a freestanding RET-
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Based on all the experimental observations, we propose the
following microscopic model to explain the photomechanical
response in the RET-MWCNT composite. In the RET itself, it has
been shown that the constituent (i) epoxide group is for anchoring
to functional groups onto the CNTs, while (ii) the butyl group
processes a relative low glass transition temperature, which serves
as a soft segment at ambient temperature and confers elastomeric
properties and (iii) the ethylene group can undergo crystallization
and forms thermally reversible physical crosslinks. The CNTs
embedded in the RET can absorb light and covert it to thermal
energy, which subsequently induce the melting of the crystalline
domains. When pre-strains applied to the RET-MWCNT composite,
polymer chains in the composite between crystalline domains are
stretched (Fig. 6a). Upon the first light irradiation, the energy
absorbed in the embedded MWCNTs melts the crystalline domains
around them, as shown in Fig. 6b. Consequently, part of the poly-
mer chains (marked in red) are released from themelted crystalline
domains and the stresses will then be partially relaxed, leading to
the observed irreversible stress relaxation. The rest of the polymer
chains (marked in blue) remain being stretched due to the
attachment to the crystalline domains. As the light irradiation is
removed (Fig. 6c), the temperature in the RET matrix decreases and
the previously melted crystalline domains can be recrystallized.
The superior thermal conductivity of the matrix with percolating
CNTs, as well as the intimate connection between RET and CNTs
through the epoxide groups, is crucial in stress relaxation under the
first light irradiation. In the subsequent light irradiation with the
same intensity, the overall number of the melted crystalline do-
mains remains constant. However, a higher light intensity may re-
exhibit the stress relaxation response, by melting more crystalline
domains that connect to the stretched polymer chains and release
the stress. The particular structure of the RET, where ethylene
group can undergo crystallization to form thermally reversible
physical crosslinks and the epoxide group intimately connects to
the CNTs, may also explain the lack of a similar irreversible
response in PDMS-MWCNT composites.

One of the immediate predictions from themicroscopic model is
that after removing the external constraints, residual strain will
exist in a freestanding RET-MWCNT composite after irradiation.
Plastic deformationwould arise due to different responses between
the relaxed polymer chains affected by the light induced melting of
crystalline domains (red in Fig. 6) and the unrelaxed polymer
chains that are not affected by light irradiation (blue in Fig. 6). As
indicated in Fig. 6d, the equilibrium between two types of polymer
chains in a constraint free sample leads to plastic deformation. The
prediction was verified experimentally, and is shown in Fig. 5b.
After light irradiation at intensity of 97 mW/cm2, the RET com-
posites were cooled down to room temperature before removing
from the grippers, which allows for the formation of the recrys-
tallized domains. Considerable plastic deformationwas observed in
the composite. The residual strain (εres), which is defined as ratio
between irreversible displacement and initial sample length, was
found to be proportional to the pre-strain (ε). By assuming that the
composite reached a quasi-equilibrium state after light irradiation,
we can predict the residual strain based on the phenomenological
relation of the number density of crystalline domains N (ε, Ie) by
Equation (3). From this equation, the first term: N0f(ε), is the
number density of crystalline domains when pre-strain is applied,
while the second term: aIef(ε)N0, represents the reduction of
number density after light irradiation, and it is assumed to be
equivalent to the number density of recrystallized domains. In the
freestanding state, as the average stress should be zero, the equi-
librium between the relaxed and unrelaxed polymer chains would
imply:
N0f ðεÞaIekBTðε� εresÞ ¼ N0f ðεÞð1� aIeÞkBTεres: (4)

Therefore, the residual strain is varying as εres ¼ aIeε. For a light
intensity of 97mW/cm2, the prediction is plotted as a dashed line in
Fig. 5b, which shows a good agreement with the experimental
measurements.

Finally, we demonstrated the possibility of making a RET-
MWCNT composite based mechanical actuator [49] as shown in
Fig. 7. To achieve the bending response upon light irradiation, the
composite was first subjected to 50% pre-strain and irradiated by
visible light (of intensity 70 mW/cm2) which induces a residual
strain of around 25% and an initial bending angle of 18

�
. With a

higher light intensity, a bending towards the direction of light irra-
diation was observed in a few second and increased rapidly at
~156 mW/cm2. In the inset of Fig. 7, with Ie ¼ 177 mW/cm2, a large
bending with an angle change of 16

�
is reached. Such mechanical

actuation arises from the inhomogeneous contraction of the com-
posite [50]. As the composite is subjected to a higher light intensity,
more crystalline domains will be melted and allow the polymer
chains to convert to a more coiled state to maximize the entropy
[51e53]. Moreover, the differential heating along the thickness of the
composite induces a thermal gradient aiding the bending response.
Since the bending relies on the melting of the crystalline domains,
which in turn is related to the irreversible light response in the
composite, the bending is fixed when light irradiation is removed.
4. Conclusions

We have reported new photo-response characteristics, relative
to a stretched RET-MWCNT composite, encompassing both irre-
versible and reversible stress modulations. Such dual responses
were not observed in the PDMS-MWCNT composites. The individ-
ual and synergetic influence of the light intensity and the pre-strain
were examined in detail. The transformation of crystalline domains
to amorphous domains in the RET matrix was posited as the cause
for the observed irreversible response. While the CNTs embedded
in polymer matrix served to transduce the incident light irradiation
to thermal energy and increase the temperature in both PDMS-CNT
and RET-CNT composites, the intimate connection enabled by the
epoxide-CNT linkages in the RET polymer was thought to facilitate
to the irreversible response. A microscopic mechanical model
incorporating the melting of crystalline domains as well as the
release of the connected polymer chains was proposed to explain
Fig. 7. Photo actuated bending in a RET-MWCNT composite beam.
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the phenomena. The possibility of the RET-MWCNT composite for
serving as a base material in mechanical actuation at a short time
scale was probed, with possible application in light-mechanical
energy transduction [54], e.g., in robotics [2,4] Our studies also
provide motivation for a deeper investigation of the role of indi-
vidual polymer matrices and interfaces, when combined with filler
elements such as CNTs, in energy absorption, conversion and
transduction.
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